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SECTION ONE 
 

1.1 WELCOME to NCIU 
 

We live in cultures that foster indecision. In spite of our rapid advances in 
technology and the ability travel into space, the westernized nations of the 
human race find themselves in a perpetual quandary over knowing how to act 
upon the ‘the right thing to do“ in any given circumstance. It seems that our 
global world of instant technology facilitates our attempts to play God and 
become prosecutor, judge and jury in the affairs of life as we know it. 
 
Every public decision seems to be challenged, and every consequence is 
second-guessed by someone, all clamoring for attention in our “self- centered” 
world of “My Kingdom.” 
 
Yet, this is not how God has called us to live. In fact, the scriptures teach that 
God is going to return at some unexpected hour, and He is expecting that His 
Son, the Lord Jesus Christ will find a company of people ready for His coming, 
just as a bride adorns herself in readiness for her bridegroom. 
 
How easy it is to read such statements in scripture, but the challenge is to live 
our lives as though we really believed the truth of God’s unchanging and 
irrevocable written Word. 
 
NCIU seeks to train and equip men and women everywhere with a relevant and 
culturally appropriate biblical education and training to embrace what Scripture 
teaches for successful living. 
 
Our specialty is the field of religious distance education, especially graduate 
level degree study programs to “polish the fine cutting edge” of those who see 
themselves as accepting the call to ministry by God. 
 
“Learning without doing merely increases your knowledge level. However, 
learning that requires doing facilitates the verification of the knowledge you 
have gained and helps you translate it into experience so that it can more 
easily be replicated and passed on to others through transparent disciple 
making relationships, who can pass it on to others also.” 
 
We invite you to join with us in the divinely given task of making mature 
believers out of all those who hunger and thirst for the truth [Col 1:28]. 
 
The Board and Faculty of New Covenant International University & 
Seminary. 
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1.2  About Us 
 
INTRODUCTION          
NCIU sees the training and equipping of all followers of Christ as an essential 
component of learning to be fully functioning “believer-priest-kings” who are 
commissioned, trained and equipped, to extend the Kingdom of God in the 
whole earth through the Abrahamic blessing. 

The continuing vision that drives New Covenant International University & 
Seminary is threefold - 

• Teaching and Education 
• Training and Equipping 
• Empowering and Strengthening 

 
We accomplish these objectives through three primary means - 

• The Provision of Foundational Teaching Courses and Curriculum for 
use within a local church or wherever faith happens and believers gather, so 
that every member can find their function and fulfillment within the 
Kingdom of God. 

• The provision of Guided, Self-learning Courses and Programs that 
allow front-line practitioners of Christian ministry and missions as adult 
learners to achieve their religious academic dreams and advance 
professionally, while balancing personal lives and careers with a rigorous 
and beneficial education experience. 

• The Provision of a Global Network Connecting People, Projects and 
Resources so that they are able to facilitate the extending of His Kingdom 
throughout the whole earth. 

NCIU is a distance-learning Christian university and seminary that seeks to 
meet some of the educational needs of today’s diverse, global body of 
believers through the religious study programs offered in this catalog. 
 

HISTORY & BIBLICAL FOCUS    

In the early 1990’s, NCIU was legally incorporated in the United States as a 
U.S IRS approved 501(c) (3) tax-exempt non-profit organization. The founding 
directors chose to be established under the apostolic oversight of a local 
assembly of Christian believers at Lake Worth, Florida, as well as other 
ministry leaders from the broader Body of Christ. NCI has continued in these 
mutually beneficial relationships and is still located at the same campus facility 
where it began its present ministry. 
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NCIU is a “user-focused” institution that exists to serve the needs of the end-
users, not simply to perpetuate knowledge for the sake of knowledge. Our 
chief end is to glorify God and Him alone in all that we do. 
 

It is widely known that many fully engaged leaders and adults with careers, 
families and community involvement, all with busy lives, often desire to further 
their education and be better equipped for their chosen task of Christian 
service, regardless of their vocation or location. To these people, NCIU offers 
an enriching learning experience that allows them to fit much needed 
education into their lives, rather than forcing them to fit their lives into 
education. 

NCIU acknowledges that the local body of Christian believers and its 
community of members remain the primary place for planting and nurturing of 
biblical, foundational truth and meaningful spiritual experiences through what 
is termed “the Disciple-making Process.” 

The “Disciple-making Process,” which is God’s prime weapon for extending His 
ever- increasing, unshakable kingdom throughout the nations and people 
groups of the entire earth, may take place within recognized structures or 
spontaneous, organic groups in the marketplace and beyond. The new life of 
faith needs to grow where it happens! The necessity of this pivotal practice is 
underscored by NCIU in the development and provision of appropriate 
foundation and disciple-making materials, such as are found in the Resources 
section on our website. 

In the technology-driven twenty first century, with the worldwide Internet 
providing adult learners with a more convenient global-focused education, this 
process is a basic task. This ‘convenience factor’ also provides the global 
vehicle for faculty and students to be able to jointly engage in a genuine 
educational, intellectually challenging and spiritually enriching experience. 

It is because of this commitment to maintaining this academic standard and 
practical spiritual development that NCIU is able to provide culturally relevant 
and meaningful distance-learning, higher education programs, establishing it 
among the more innovative Christian institutions of higher learning. 

NCIU also works alongside a number of campus-based Christian education 
providers on the five main continents and gives special recognition to their 
validated programs as equal components of the total learning requirements to 
receive specified, academic awards for religious, vocational purposes. 
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1.3 NCIU’s 5 Core Values 
• NCIU offers non-traditional opportunities to the Christian Church worldwide 

for continuing education, as well as distance-learning degree programs that 
train and equip those seeking spiritual knowledge and enrichment. 
 

• Believers are called to be God’s co-laborers in God’s ongoing work in our 
broken world (1 Cor. 3:5-9), as we anticipate the return of the Lord. 
Wherever or however we serve, we are to be incarnational agents bringing 
change, restoration and transformation for the glory of God and the benefit 
of humanity. 
 

• Through the culturally appropriate and relevant study programs we seek to 
instill in our students the habit of doing academic work with excellence that 
brings glory to God and the extension of His Kingdom.  

 

• The primary goals of our distance learning programs are continuing 
faithfulness to Christ and the Gospel of His Kingdom, a willing voluntary 
submission to biblical authority, and the daily application and out-working of 
Christian doctrine as a guide to ethical living. 
 

• Habits of learning must be sustained throughout life for individual growth 
and for effective service in a changing world. These habits of learning 
characterize the NCIU community of learners — faculty, staff, students and 
graduates. 

1.4 NCIU’s Mission, Vision and Culture 
NCIU’s Mission Defines Our Purpose.  

NCIU uses distance-learning methodologies to provide front-line Christian adult 
learners throughout the world with educational opportunities for higher 
education in their ministry equipping. 

 
NCIU also recognizes that for many reasons such people are not always able to 
go to a campus-based institution for this training. We have therefore designed 
their distance- learning courses in recognized religious, academic and 
vocational award disciplines that will enable these people to acquire the 
knowledge and skills needed for effective ministry functions in this twenty first 
century, globalized society. 

 
NCIU believes that Christian workers should be able to further their desired 
education to achieve personal and career goals in service to Christ and their 
local community in a culturally appropriate manner. NCIU also recognizes that 
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among the challenges for higher Christian education in today’s globalized 
village and economy, we must provide opportunities to learn and to earn 
distance education degrees in accessible formats that are affordable to 
diversified communities and economies. This understanding is reflected in our 
fees, tuition and financial cost structures. 

 

NCIU’s Vision for Culturally Appropriate Higher Education 

NCIU is a US tax-exempt non-profit corporation that constantly seeks financial 
donors to contribute funds that will grant tuition sponsorship for needy 
students, as well as becoming involved with students and their ministry 
endeavors beyond the NCIU program. Please click the DONATE button on the 
HOME PAGE to find out more. 

 
Recognizing that biblical revelation for effective Christian life is progressive, 
NCIU must continually strive for ongoing improvements in our educational 
offerings, as we recognize the changing needs and focus in our changing world. 
NCIU also believes and reaffirms our need as an organization to hold ourselves 
accountable to the standards and oversight required by professional quality 
assurance organizations and peer-level review. 

 
Above all, NCIU seeks to know the mind of Christ in our role as equippers and 
trainers. We remain open to the Spirit of Prophecy and Revelation as our 
ultimate guide, and the written Word of God as our authority in matters 
pertaining to faith and conduct. 
 

NCIU’s Cultural Understanding Reflects Our Mission and 
Vision 
 
NCIU's mission and vision are reflected in the day-to-day operations of the 
University and Seminary as part of our own internal culture. We endeavor to 
focus on the needs of our students in all that we do. We continually seek to 
make improvements to the quality of our curricula. This is reflected in our 
unique approach to distance-learning programs in order to achieve creditable 
academic awards. 

 
Whenever possible, we use student feedback and evaluation as well as end-
user reports, as part of this continuing review process, to ensure we hear from 
those who seek to apply the knowledge gained through our programs. 

 
We are always seeking to engage the support and interaction of appropriate 
Adjunct-Professors and Tutors, who will become new Faculty Mentors. Such 
special teachers and spiritual guides are among those who also strive 
personally to be life-long learners in their chosen professions, and who invest 
of themselves in learning and using best practices. Our graduates are ordinary 
men and women of faith. Through diligent application, persistence and 
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appropriate mentoring they have become successful students who are 
achieving their hopes and dreams. Such successful “heroes of faith” are the 
ultimate testimony to NCIU’s continuing success. We are privileged to be a part 
of that living story. Together we can reach the unreached nations of the earth 
and let the Light of the Good News of the Kingdom of God shine upon those 
who have never heard. 

 
We invite you to sign on and become part of the continuing story. Let us help 
you fulfill your dreams and goals in further training and equipping for service in 
Christ’s Kingdom. 

1.5 NCIU’s Philosophy of Education 
 

1. Worldwide, Internet-based Distance Learning   

The worldwide Internet is one of the modern technologies that are 
transforming all forms of communication, education and commerce, as well as 
every other area of society. Internet-based distance learning occurs when the 
student and teacher are not in the same location, and therefore depend on the 
Worldwide Web to facilitate communication and connection. 
 
Today’s global village gives us the unique advantage of the worldwide web, so 
that regardless of the international time zone we live in, we can download our 
study materials and explore the exciting journey of being well-trained ministry. 
This is what is known as an “asynchronous process” – meaning, the student 
can learn without externally imposed set times for classes. It allows you, as 
the student, to complete your studies within mutually agreed timeframes, 
without having to leave your home or place of ministry service. 

 
2.  Personalized Self-Learning  
 
Successful learning is an individual process that demands desire, passion, 
diligent application and an understanding teacher who is able to help us bring 
forth our best abilities.  
 
Because God made each of us as unique, individual persons, NCIU also 
recognizes that all students have different personal needs and therefore 
different styles of gaining knowledge to facilitate successful learning. 

Proverbs 23:23 says “Truth, wisdom, learning, and good sense - these are 
worth paying for, but too valuable for you to sell”. 
 
The personalized information supplied by the student enables use of unique 
“vocational task specific” personalized, textual study units, internships and 
field projects. These are designed in consultation with an NCIU approved 
mentor in the preparation of the initial learning contract. This customized 
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choice system used by NCIU in the teaching programs enables the student to 
“specialize” in the desired areas of learning. This feature, coupled with 
culturally relevant understanding and mentoring from the experienced Adjunct-
Professor/Tutor, assures the student that the best processes for spiritual 
formation are being employed. 
 
In our “Global Village,” the world becomes our classroom and therefore the 
required, academic process does not always take place in a large lecture hall or 
even around a seminar table. 

 
3. One-on-One Faculty Support Mentoring                            
 
For most students their classroom is some recognized space within their home, 
wherever that may be, and hopefully connected to the outside world via a 
computer and reliable Internet access, as well as their bible and specific text 
books, study guides etc. 
 
The most desirable teaching objective at NCIU is a one-on-one process, which 
we call “Faculty Supportive Mentoring.” We recognize that we are all brothers 
and sisters on the same journey and those who are a few steps ahead of 
others have a responsibility to share their journey’s experiences with those 
following, who desire to learn and grow too. 
 
In addition to possessing professional credentials, our NCIU Adjunct-Professors 
and Tutors are not only passionate, seasoned practitioners but are also skilled 
in recognizing individual learning styles and needs. They are well equipped and 
trained as tutors in distance-learning teaching, making them perfect educators 
for online universities such as NCIU. 
 
4. Institutional Support Network                                           
 
Our goal is to be able to provide or point to the resources that help students to 
succeed. Our staff is highly responsive and our faculty members are seasoned, 
competent, knowledgeable Professors, Adjunct-Tutors and Administrators. 
 
We have designed our internal communication systems and support systems to 
give assistance where needed, but of course like yourself, we are only human 
and we are all dependent upon our Heavenly Father for daily grace in His 
service. We know from experience that in spite of our best efforts and 
resources, modern technological systems are not infallible and sometimes let 
us down. We also know that we too, like all mankind, sometimes fail and need 
to call upon the grace of God to do our service for His Kingdom under difficult 
circumstances. We trust you will be patient with our staff should this occur and 
praise God for His continued goodness regardless. 
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5. Education Program Design and Structure  
 
Genuine, balanced education is both the process of acquiring significant 
learning knowledge and of acquiring experiences that will produce the desired 
change in personality, character, behavior and vocational skills. Mankind 
cannot achieve these goals fully without having a living, vital and intimate 
relationship with God Himself. Man must also rely upon God’s written Word as 
the measuring standard for life and eternity itself. 
 
NCIU sees the pathway of education as a guided and graded process that 
presupposes the three essential elements of teacher, learner and an enabling 
environment in which genuine balanced learning may successfully take place. 
This guided, graded and ongoing process must be constructed to assist the 
student in making the learning experiences his own, enabling him to develop 
holistically as a mature person. This is accomplished through a continuing 
learning experience of acquiring what the learner ultimately needs, to become 
an individual who is capable of achieving his or her full potential for God while 
passing through this present life. 
 
Balanced education that aligns itself with biblical principles will also equip the 
learner to pass on what they have learned to others. 

ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES  
 

As co-laborers with God in the process, NCIU provides the facilities and 
educational learning process for the student to: 
 

• Inform the mind (gain relevant head knowledge) 
 

• Activate the heart (personal, Christian development) and, 
 

• Empower the hands (enable vocational skills and abilities). 
 
Our goal at NCIU is not just to inform the mind, but also to bring genuine 
transformation to the whole person and consequently the society in which they 
live. NCIU seeks to achieve these objectives by providing “customized’ or 
‘tailored” learning pathways to facilitate individual students reaching desired 
religious, academic and vocational awards that include 

• Sound Christian Teachers 

• Diligent Learners 

• Enabling Environment 
 
Each degree program is designed to include vital learning modules and study 
units that are customized to each student’s ministry focus through sound 
scriptural scholarship; balanced spiritual formation; mission-specific knowledge 
focus; and practical ministry application and development. 
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1.6 NCIU’s People 
 

 GOVERNANCE - BOARD of  DIRECTORS       
 

NCIU functions with two realms of responsibility: 
 

1 – Board of Directors   2 – Academic Faculty 
 

Board of Directors                                                                     
 
President: Prof. Dr. Robert Abramson 

Vice-President: Prof. Dr. Chester Clarke 

Secretary & Registrar: Prof. Dr. Jörg Strate 

Chief Academic Officer: Prof. Dr. Andreas Franz 

Director of Vision & Strategy: Dr. Keith Pettus 

Partnership & Outreach Director: Rev. Bryan Rosenbarger (M.A. in 

progress) 

Director of Training & Development: 

 

Prof. Bill Schwartz 

All of the Board members enjoy a fruitful relationship with each other. Each 
board member is currently active in pastoral, missions, theological and/or 
general educational ministry spanning five continents. 
 
The Board members seek to bring to the university a breadth of experience 
that embraces the pivotal areas of training and equipping to meet the needs 
encountered by the global student body. This is of invaluable benefit in the 
advising of educational development and training for the student needs. 
 
All board members serve in functional ministry roles to facilitate the expansion 
of the Kingdom of God. This varies, whether it is through service to a local 
church, educational institution, or a marketplace ministry that is affecting the 
development and spiritual formation of those who seek after Christ. Their 
functional relationship as servants of Christ is reflected in the directions taken 
by the board and ministry organization as a whole. 
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Academic Faculty                                                                     
 

 
NCIU functions as a global, distance-learning institution with a central 
administration center and staff. At NCIU, the global network of professors and 
adjunct-tutors do the actual tutorial and mentoring requirements. 
 

The most desirable teaching objective at NCIU is the one-on-one process, 
which we call “Faculty Mentoring.” This “faculty mentoring” feature enables 
NCIU academic staff to be located anywhere in the world, so long as they can 
adequately meet the needs of their individual students through electronic 
communications. 
 

Almost all NCIU Faculty Mentors have appropriate graduate degrees, and those 
few who do not, have adequately distinguished themselves in their fields. In 
addition, our NCIU Adjunct-Professors and Tutors are not only passionate, 
seasoned practitioners, but are also skilled in recognizing individual learning 
styles and needs. 
 
In light of the vast number of mentors, professors and tutors engaged in the 
training of NCIU students, here is a list of selected NCIU academics: 
 
Dr. Bob Abramson D.Min., Erskine Theological Seminary, Due 

West, SC 
M.A.R., Liberty University, Lynchburg, VA 
B.A. (Th.), Southeastern, Lakeland, FL 
 

Dr. Chester Clarke Doctor of Theology, NCIU 
  

Dr. Andreas Franz Doctor of Theology, Evangelical Theological 
Faculty, Leuven (Belgium) 
Licentiate of Theology (M.Th.), Evangelical 
Theological Faculty, Leuven 
Master of Arts in Mission, Freie Hochschule für 
Mission, Korntal (Germany) 
 

Dr. Jörg Strate Ph.D. in Intercultural Studies, NCIU 
M.Phil. in Intercultural Studies, NCIU 
B.A. Hons in Technical Translation (French and 
English), University of Mainz (Germany) 
 

Dr. Dr. Life 
Mashumba 

Ph.D. in Intercultural Studies, NCIU 
Ph.D. in Psychology, Shandong Normal 
University (China) 
M.Phil. in Biblical Studies, NCIU 
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Dr. Dr. Joy Mositi Life Doctor of Development & Educational 
Psychology, Central Normal University (China) 
D.R.E., NCIU 
M.A. in Christian Pastoral Counseling, NCIU 
 

Dr. Jochen Geiselhart Ph.D. in Intercultural Studies, NCIU 
M.Phil. in Intercultural Studies, NCIU 
 

Dr. Hartmut Knorr Ph.D. in Intercultural Studies, NCIU 
M.Phil. in Intercultural Studies, NCIU 
 

Dr. Hon Kay Tse Ph.D. in Bible Theology, NCIU 
Master of Divinity, NCIU 
 

Dr. Frank Mulungu Ph.D. in Intercultural Studies, NCIU 
 

Prof. Bill Schwartz 
 

Master of Leadership & Management, Logos 
University, FL 
Master of Ministry, Grace College 
Master of Theology in Missions, Continental 
Theological Seminary, Belgium (in progress) 
 

Rev. Gerhard Podrasa Mag. Theol., University of Heidelberg 
(Germany) 
 

Rev. Mathias Nell M.Th., University of South Africa, Pretoria 
 

Rev. Marina Franz M.A. in Practical Theology, Middlesex University 
(U.K.) 
 

Rev. Annabell Beyer M.A. in Bible & Theology, NCIU 
B.A. in Bible & Theology, NCIU 
 

Rev. Simon Röck M.A. in Theology, Lee University Cleveland, 
Tennessee 

 
Rev. Success Samuel M.Th., Zoecon Theological and Missionary 

University, Lagos (Nigeria) 
 

Rev. Nguyễn Thị 
Thanh Huyền 

M.Div., Asia Pacific Theological Seminary 
(Philippines) 
 

Rev. Onalerona Otimile 
Mulungu 

M.A. in Christian Pastoral Counseling, NCIU 
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NCIU Founder and Professor Emeritus 
 
Dr. Kevin Dyson, now retired, serves as Professor Emeritus. He founded our 
university and served as its president for decades. His faithfulness, selfless 
worldwide influence and guidance changed the lives of innumerable people 
around the world, who chose a life of service to God. We salute Drs. Kevin and 
Joy Dyson. We thank God for their example of Christ to all of us, through their 
unwavering dedication, leadership and life. 
 

1.7 NCIU’s Beliefs 
 
Our Five Essential Principles of Educational Philosophy are based upon the Core 
Values that we embrace and seek to walk out in daily living as Ambassadors 
for Christ and His Kingdom. These are in turn under-girded by the belief-
system to which we espouse and subscribe. NCIU as a Christ-centered 
institution requires all Board members, Faculty and Students to also embrace 
these beliefs. 

 
The Board of Directors, Administrative staff, along with the faculty and the 
staff of the colleges are committed to a realistic interpretation and application 
of the Christian faith that fully preaches the inerrant Gospel of the Kingdom of 
God and His Son, Jesus Christ. 
 
All members of the College Board and global faculty are active members of 
local communities of believers and are committed to walking out these same 
principles espoused corporately. NCIU is not a denominational institution (i.e. 
owned by a particular denomination of religious affiliation). It is a group of 
practicing Christian leaders and ministries seeking to live in relationships that 
transcend denominational boundaries, walking together in biblical unity. It is 
expected therefore, that our students will both understand and are committed 
to receiving an education in accordance with the following articles of faith: 

We believe… 
 

1. We believe in one God, Creator of all things, holy, infinitely perfect, and 
eternally existing in a loving unity of three equally divine Persons: the 
Father the Son and the Holy Spirit. Having limitless knowledge and 
sovereign power, God has graciously purposed from eternity to 
redeem a people for Himself, and to make all things new for His own 
glory. 
  

2. We believe that God has spoken in the Scriptures, both Old and New 
Testaments, through the words of human authors. As the inspired 
Word of God, the Bible is without error in the original writings, the 
complete revelation of His will for salvation, and the ultimate authority 
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by which every realm of human knowledge and endeavor should be 
judged. Therefore, it is to be believed in all that it teaches, obeyed in 
all that it requires, and trusted in all that it promises. 

 
3. We believe that God created Adam and Eve in His image, but they sinned 

when tempted by Satan. In union with Adam, human beings are sinners by 
nature and by choice, alienated from God, and under His wrath. Only 
through God’s saving work in Jesus Christ can we be rescued, reconciled 
and renewed. 

 
4. We believe that Jesus Christ is God incarnate, fully God and fully man, one 

Person   in two natures. Jesus—Israel's promised Messiah—was conceived 
through the Holy Spirit and born of the Virgin Mary. He lived a sinless life, 
was crucified under Pontius Pilate, arose bodily from the dead, ascended 
into heaven and sits at the right hand of God the Father as our High Priest 
and Advocate. 

 
5. We believe that Jesus Christ, as our representative and substitute, shed His 

blood on the cross as the perfect, all-sufficient sacrifice for our sins. His 
atoning death and victorious resurrection constitute the only ground for 
personal salvation. 

 
6. We believe that the Holy Spirit, in all that He does, glorifies the Lord Jesus 

Christ. He convicts the world of its guilt. He regenerates sinners, and in 
Him, they are baptized into union with Christ and adopted as heirs in the 
family of God. He also indwells, illuminates, guides, equips and empowers 
believers for Christ-like living and service. 

 
7. We believe that the true church comprises all who have been justified by 

God's grace through faith in Christ alone. They are united by the Holy Spirit 
in the body of Christ, of which He is the Head. The true church is manifest 
in local church assemblies, whose membership should be composed only of 
believers. The Lord Jesus mandated two ordinances of remembrance - 
baptism and the Lord’s Supper, which visibly and tangibly express the 
gospel. Though they are not the means of salvation, when celebrated by the 
church in genuine faith and humble obedience, these ordinances confirm 
and nourish the believer as a child of God. 

 
8. We believe that God's justifying grace must not be separated from His 

sanctifying power and purpose. God commands us to love Him supremely 
and others sacrificially, and to live out our faith with care for one another, 
compassion toward the poor and justice for the oppressed. With God’s 
Word, the Spirit’s power, and fervent prayer in Christ’s name, we are to 
combat the spiritual forces of evil and destroy the works of the evil one. In 
obedience to Christ’s commission, we are to make disciples among all 
people, always bearing witness to the gospel in word and deed by 
incarnational lifestyle. 
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9. We believe that the personal return of Christ, at a time known only to God, 

demands constant expectancy and, as our blessed hope, motivates the 
believer to godly living, sacrificial service and strategic mission. 

 
10. We believe that God commands everyone everywhere to believe the gospel 

by turning to Him in repentance and receiving the Lord Jesus Christ as 
Savior, Master and Lord. We believe that God will raise the dead bodily and 
judge the world, assigning the unbeliever to condemnation and eternal 
conscious punishment and the believer to eternal blessedness and joy with 
the Lord in the new heaven and the new earth, to the praise of His glorious 
grace. Amen. 

What we believe determines the values we embrace, which formulate 
the behavior we practice, thus creating the image that is seen. 
 
Romans 8:28-29 gives us the most concise revelation of God’s ultimate 
intention “for those whom He foreknew, predestined, called, justified, and 
glorified. His purpose is nothing less than that we become “conformed to the 
image of His First-born Son.” 
 
This process of growing conformity to Christ was conceived before the 
foundation of the world. It is being realized as a divine-human process in the 
present, and it will be fulfilled we stand in the presence of His glory, 
“Blameless with exceeding great joy” [Jude 24]. 
 

1.8 NCIU’s Statement of Conduct 
 
NCIU is a distance-learning education institution, and as such, does not 
support a physical traditional resident campus. It is, nonetheless, a faith-based 
institution of higher learning. Therefore, all NCIU enrolled students are 
expected to hold firmly to certain standards of conduct as part of the ethos of 
the college community. 
 
NCIU seeks primarily to admit students who have already received salvation by 
faith in Jesus Christ alone, and desire to prepare themselves for a lifetime of 
effective Christian ministry. All students must be able to accept and agree with 
a clear conscience the Statement of Faith adhered to by NCIU. 
 
The receipt of a signed student’s registration (Letter of Acceptance) is 
regarded as an agreement to abide by the college’s specific guidelines detailed 
in the student handbook in terms of the student’s obligation to adhere to 
prescribed requirements of spiritual formation, and standards of academic 
diligence, integrity and truthfulness. NCIU recognizes that while such man-
made regulations cannot improve an individual’s standing with Christ, they can 
strengthen the life and testimony of both the student and the college he or she 
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represents. At the core of those standards is the demonstration of the evidence 
of a Christian life both in the working world and marketplace, as well as within 
the Christian community to which the student belongs. We further show by our 
adherence to these standards our willingness to submit to God and to those 
appointed over us for the development of our character and spiritual 
formation, to become like Christ, as mature sons and daughters. 

 

1.9 NCIU’s Legal Status, Authorization and 
Memberships 

LEGAL STATUS                                                                          
 

State of Florida Incorporation: 
New Covenant International, Inc., (DBA as New Covenant International 
University & Seminary) is registered as a private, non-profit, educational 
organization and is incorporated in the State of Florida, USA. 
 
New Covenant International, Inc., is a Florida incorporated non-profit 
educational organization, that has established a private non-public post-
secondary institution for the purpose of providing academic degrees and other 
educational programs that prepare students for religious vocations as 
ministers, professionals, or laypersons in the categories of Bible and Theology, 
Christian Ministry, Christian Mission and Intercultural Studies, Christian 
Pastoral Counseling, and Religious Education. 
 
These study programs are provided as Christian distance-learning courses for 
the global marketplace, or though campus-based faculties in relationship with 
NCI and articulation agreements. These programs are not secular nor are they 
designed for secular vocational employment unless specific theological and 
Christian ministry training is required. 

 
United States of America Federal Recognition: 
New Covenant International Incorporated is recognized by the US Internal 
Revenue Service as organized for religious and educational purposes and is 
therefore exempt from taxation, pursuant to US-lRC Section 501 (c) (3). 
 
AUTHORIZATION & RECOGNITION   
 
NCIU Recognition 
NCIU is a certified member of the Council of Private Colleges of America, USA). 
[Authorized pursuant s246-041 (1) (f) F.S.] 
NCIU is a member of the Florida Council of Private Colleges. [Authorized 
pursuant s246041 (1) (f) F.S.] 
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NCIU Higher Education Authorization 
 
Florida Statute 2019 Title XLVIII Chapter 1005.06.(1) (f)[F.S.] enables 
religious educational institutions to operate by sworn affidavit with exemption 
from state government control and determination of curriculum or 
accreditation and licensure demands. 
 
Certification vs. Accreditation 
New Covenant International University & Seminary is certified by the Council of 
Private Colleges of America (CPCA, http://cpca-edu.us/) and is a member of the 
Florida Council of Private Colleges (FCPC, https://fcpc-edu.org/). 
 
This outstanding certification award by the CPCA is comparable to the 
commonly understood “accreditation” designation with some valuable 
differences to the Christian community educating and equipping future 
ministers for Christian service.  In response to the faith-based community of 
Christian educators' needs, CPCA has purposely chosen the term “Certified” 
instead of “Accredited.”  
 
For an understanding of these differences please see, “21st Century CPCA 
Certification Faith-Based Alternative to USDE CHEA Approved Accreditation” 
at http://cpca-edu.us/certification-copy/. 
 
Simply put, CPCA certification is the Christian response to the high costs of 
education and government intrusions into accredited theological programs, 
while maintaining the highest academic standards.   
 
Because of the CPCA certification, New Covenant International University & 
Seminary can offer affordable, accessible, and truly Bible-based bachelors, 
masters, and doctoral degrees.  In today’s world of overpriced degree 
programs that are highly influenced by liberalized views of Scripture and 
government mandates, NCIU is honored to hold the highly esteemed CPCA 
Certification. 
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CPCA Certification Contact Details 
The Council of Private Colleges of America  
41 N. 20th Street A17, Haines City, FL 33844-4638 U.S.A 
Voice: +1 407 796-9749 
Email: info@cpca-edu.us 
Web: http://www.cpca-edu.us/ 

 
 

NCIU Contact Details 
New Covenant International University & Seminary 
7255 South Military Trail, Lake Worth, FL33463 U.S.A. 
Voice: +1 561 965-3132 
Email: nciu.admin@newcovenant.edu  
Web: www.newcovenant.edu 

 
END OF SECTION ONE
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SECTION TWO 
 

2.1  NCIU’s ACADEMIC INFORMATION 

DEGREE AWARDS & CONCENTRATIONS OFFERED      
 
As an institution committed to inerrant Scripture, given by God as our 
final authority for faith and life, we hold ourselves accountable to the 
Word of God and to each other with regard to these values as we 
“form students to transform the world through Christ.” 
 
1. Christ centeredness. We are here to model and to engender Christ 

centeredness in all that we do. The Sovereign Lordship of Christ should 
affect and be evident in every aspect of education, relationship and 
endeavor at NCIU. 
 

2. Comprehensive education. We are here to educate for the whole of life, 
beginning with the mind and including a comprehensive discipleship that 
results in a comprehensive witness. We seek to nurture students to become 
spiritually mature and biblically informed persons who make well-reasoned 
and wise intellectual and moral judgments, thereby equipping and 
motivating them to tackle real-world problems. 
 

3. Community. We seek to be a learning community that operates by the 
ethics and values of the Kingdom of God. The makeup of the community 
should be a reflection of the breadth and diversity of the family of God. The 
way we treat people should be consistent with the morals, justice, 
compassion, humility and love of our Lord. Interaction with students should 
both reflect an attitude of service to them as individuals and take advantage 
of opportunities for mentoring and modeling and personal development. 
 

4. Kingdom of God and Church connectedness. We value service to the 
Church because we believe that the Church is God’s primary vehicle to 
accomplish his work in the world. Our vision for serving Christ and His 
Kingdom is a global vision, just as God’s vision for His Kingdom and Church 
is also global. A particular value affecting NCIU’s work is commitment to 
identify and meet the educational needs of the churches and parachurch 
organizations that have committed themselves to extending the Kingdom of 
God throughout the world, with special focus on the missional church. 
 

5. Cultural engagement. We seek to bring faith, life and learning to bear on 
the issues facing our world. Our perspective is one of engagement with 
culture from a Christ-centered and biblically rooted foundation. We are 
committed to high standards of research, scholarship, thinking and living as 
a means of preparing students to engage the world and to respond honestly 
and earnestly to those in a pluralistic society. 
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Accordingly, NCIU’s Board of Directors and Faculty have structured the 
following distance-learning degree programs to facilitate the implantation of 
these values both in students and relating church communities around the 
globe. 
 
Note 1: NCIU will supply upon request full details of each degree program 
offered. Normally these details are made available to inquiring students when 
they show some seriousness about making an application. 
 
Note 2: NCIU requires that all Arts, Sciences and Philosophy degrees comprise 
25% of general education subjects. 
 
Note 3: Students, who are eligible to be admitted to postgraduate studies 
although they do not have undergraduate level theological training, are 
required to successfully complete a Postgraduate Induction Program before 
they can start their 56 credit postgraduate study program. This Postgraduate 
Induction Program consists of culture-specific 3 credit modules from 
Systematic Theology, Historical Theology, Biblical Theology, Practical Theology, 
Missiology (Intercultural Studies) plus a Practical Project, totaling 18 credits. 
 
Note 4: The dissertation at Master level is worth 16 credits. 
 
Note 5: The credits indicated below are minimum requirements. 
 
Note 6: NCIU recognizes that not all students striving towards a Bachelor 
degree might be in a position to bring it to fruition. NCIU therefore offers three 
types of diplomas for students who have completed Bachelor level modules 
whilst satisfying all academic requirements and financial obligations. Bachelor 
degree fees apply.  
 
Note 7: At the end of each completed module, students are required to return 
a filled in feedback form to the tutor. 
 
 
The five (5) Study Concentrations offered are: 
 

• Biblical Studies and Theology 
 

• Missions and Intercultural Studies 
 

 

• Christian Ministry 
 

• Religious Education 
 

• Christian Pastoral Counseling 
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NCIU’S FOCUS FOR BIBLICAL STUDIES AND THEOLOGY 
PROGRAMS 

 
BIBLICAL STUDIES 
The Biblical Studies concentration offers a general program in biblical studies 
based on the English text with special emphasis upon the literature, 
interpretation and themes of the whole Bible. The program helps the student 
to explore the biblical text within both its historic contexts and its use in 
modern worldwide contexts. 
 
The program is primarily designed as a terminal degree for students who do 
not expect to continue formal academic studies to the upper graduate level. 
Accordingly, knowledge, translation skills and use of the biblical languages are 
not required. 
 
THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
In this concentration, students are trained in basic, biblical and theological 
knowledge. They are also encouraged to develop skills that enable them to 
take into account the original linguistic, literary, historical and cultural contexts 
of the Bible. Students are thereby enabled to critically consider varied religious 
traditions, beliefs and practice in our present world societies. 
 
The ultimate goal of our Theological Studies concentration is to ensure that the 
individual’s life and the corporate Christian body are faithful to God’s revelation 
of Himself in Scripture. 
 
Therefore, students with sound theological training will know how to evaluate 
critically their own personal theological leaning, be aware and respectful of 
other theological positions and be able to distinguish those values that are 
distinctly Christian from those that the secular world espouses. 
 
BIBLICAL STUDIES & THEOLOGY AWARDS 
 
Diploma Awards 
 
Diploma of Biblical and Theological Studies [min. 36cr] 
 
Associate of Arts in Bible & Theology [min. 72cr]  
 
Advanced Diploma of Biblical and Theological Studies [min. 108cr] 
 
Bachelor Award = 128 credit hours 
 

Bachelor of Arts in Bible & Theology [128cr]  
 
Bachelor of Theology [128cr] 
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Master award = B + credit hours 
 
Master of Arts in Bible & Theology [B + 56crs]  
 
Master of Theology [B + 56crs] 
 
Master of Divinity [B + 72crs] 
 

Doctoral award = M + credit hours 
 
Doctor of Theology [M + 48crs] 
 

 
OVERVIEW – BIBLICAL & THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
 
The NCIU Bachelor of Arts in Bible & Theology is a distance-learning degree 
program designed in response to the expressed needs of pastors, workers and 
emerging leaders. The course is specifically for church workers, missionaries, 
intending missionaries, church planters and church leadership associates 
wanting to further equip themselves for the changing global environment of the 
twenty first century. 
 
This degree program exposes students to a wide range of new possibilities for 
church ministry, pastoral leadership and missiological endeavors. These 
strategic studies will empower them to meet the challenge of contextualizing 
the gospel in an increasingly urbanized, international and highly “wired” 
techno-savvy global community. 
 
In addition, this NCIU Bachelor’s course has built in the option of special focus 
electives. This will enable practitioners to pursue carefully focused coursework 
in areas such as Church Ministry, Christian Education, and Pastoral Counseling 
or Missiological study. 
 
BACHELOR OF THEOLOGY 
The purpose of the NCIU Bachelor of Theology distance-learning degree 
program is to help students who are planning to invest their lives in church or 
mission vocations to achieve the desired level of knowledge through biblical 
and theological studies. 
 
The Bachelor of Theology program requires the ability to use the principles of 
biblical interpretation to identify and evaluate basic elements of theological 
thought through systematic analysis of statements of truth, theologies and 
doctrines of the Christian faith. This degree program exposes students to a 
wide range of new possibilities for church ministry and pastoral teaching, 
pastoral leadership and missiological endeavors. These strategic studies will 
empower them to meet the challenge of contextualizing the gospel in an 
increasingly urbanized, international and highly “wired”” techno-savvy global 
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community. In addition, this Bachelor’s course will enable practitioners to 
pursue carefully focused coursework in areas such as church ministry, pastoral 
leadership or missiological study. The course will culminate in a research-based 
writing project that draws upon the praxis objectives undertaken. Students 
have to pass at least basic Hebrew and Greek courses. 
 
MASTER OF ARTS IN BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
The MA (Bible & Theology) degree program has been specifically designed to 
provide an understanding of the Scriptures for students anticipating Christian 
ministry service. This includes such areas of ministry service as church 
administrators, parachurch organization leadership, counselors, bi-vocational 
leaders and ministries, “tent-making” occupations in other cultures, non-
professional religious leaders in the local church and others. 
 
The concentrations in the Biblical and Theological Studies graduate program 
stress the concepts, principles, history and methods of the theological 
disciplines. 
 
The program provides a scholarly, helpful and understanding atmosphere in 
which students confront both traditional and contemporary interpretations and 
issues. It is committed to helping students formulate and articulate a biblical 
and global understanding of life and ministry in a setting committed to 
traditional biblical Christianity. 
 
MASTER OF THEOLOGY 
The distance-learning Master of Theology degree, provided by NCIU, has been 
designed to provide emphases in Biblical Understanding and Exegesis, Old and 
New Testament Studies, Systematic Theology, Philosophy of Religion and 
Ethics, Spiritual Formation and Biblical Ministry Development. 
 
The mission of the Master of Theology program of NCIU is the development of 
disciples of Jesus Christ who will be able to teach their respective disciplines. 
 
This program has been developed specifically for those believers whose calling 
to Christian service is to serve in positions of leadership for which the Master of 
Theology or other similar professional degrees are normally required. 
 
As an outgrowth of NCIU’s role to provide discerning evangelical 
biblical/theological scholarship and instruction, the M.Th. program exists to 
provide opportunities for specialized focus on disciplines that are crucial to 
fulfill NCIU’s mission. We want to give students who choose one of these 
discipline areas a foundation upon which they can teach or go on for advanced 
study. 
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MASTER OF DIVINITY 
The Master of Divinity program at NCIU is designed to provide a strong 
foundation in Biblical Studies and Theological understanding. 
 
The course of study will broaden the historical perspective, deepen the 
theological reflection and develop the professional skill of both pastoral and 
mission leaders to a high degree of competence and excellence. At the same 
time it will prepare them to take major roles in leadership development and 
strategic expansion of the Kingdom of God in their chosen sphere of service. 
 
Students in the program are expected to develop an advanced understanding 
of the nature and purposes of ministry, to show enhanced competencies in 
pastoral analysis and ministerial skills, as well as the integration of these 
dimensions into the theologically reflective practice of ministry. They are also 
expected to gain new knowledge about the practice of ministry, and to 
demonstrate continued measurable growth in personal spiritual ministry. 
 
DOCTOR OF THEOLOGY 
The Doctor of Theology is designed to train scholars who can serve the church 
worldwide as teachers, researchers, pastors and leaders. 
 
The program aims at fostering faithfulness to the teaching of Scripture in 
combination with creative and critical reflection on its significance for the 
church and contemporary culture. 
 
Students may focus on Biblical Theology, Systematic/Historical Theology or 
Missiology. The nature of Scripture and of the theological task demand that 
theology is rooted in Scripture and that Scripture is interpreted theologically. 
The NCIU Th.D., therefore, requires that its students take a holistic approach 
to biblical, theological and missiological studies. 
 
Students will be required to write dissertations that focus on one of the areas 
of academic specialization. 
 
The entire program, including the dissertation, will require integration with the 
other specialties. In order to facilitate this integration, students in the NCIU 
Th.D. program will write dissertations that are distinctly theological in nature. 
 
The program seeks, at the same time, to be integrative in other ways, by 
bringing to bear on the theological and missiological task insights from people 
and cultures outside the North American context, and thus affords the students 
room for exploration of specialized focus areas. 
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NCIU’S FOCUS ON MISSIONS & INTERCULTURAL 
STUDIES 
 
MISSIOLOGY STUDIES 
These concentrations on Missiology – the study of missionary work – draw 
together scholarship in biblical, historical, doctrinal and practical theological 
studies. It uses tools from the social sciences to understand various dynamics. 
 
Missions are the practice of doing that which missiology identifies and explains. 
Extensive insights are drawn from cultural anthropology, ethnology, sociology, 
geography and political science. 
 
Missiology seeks to develop strategies for effective missionary work and church 
planting. In doing their work missiologists interact with a wide range of 
professions, especially those of agriculture, education, medicine and public 
health. 
 
NCIU does not offer a “stand-alone” Bachelor of Missions award. Students 
considering this discipline should enroll in B.A. (Bible & Theology) program 
instead, and choose the Intercultural Studies elective. 
 
MISSIONS & INTERCULTURAL STUDIES AWARDS 
 
Master award = B + credit hours 

 
Master of Philosophy in Intercultural Studies / Missiology [B + 56crs] 

Doctoral award = M + credit hours 
 
Doctor of Philosophy in Intercultural Studies [M + 48crs] 

 
OVERVIEW – MISSIONS & INTERCULTURAL STUDIES 
 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDY PATHWAY 
Unless students already have an earned undergraduate degree award or 
equivalent credits to meet the prerequisite entrance standards, it is 
recommended that students utilize the options provided in the Bachelor of Arts 
(Bible & Theology) degree program with appropriate concentration offered. 
Please discuss this with the Registrar when completing your degree application 
for further recommendation and advice. 
 
MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY IN INTERCULTURAL STUDIES / MISSIOLOGY 
The Master of Philosophy in Intercultural Studies / Missiology degree is 
designed for those students who desire advanced training for careers or 
ministries that require adjustment to living, working and communicating in 
another culture or in multicultural contexts. 
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Drawing upon insights from theology, sociology, anthropology, history and 
communication theory, students will be encouraged to analyze contemporary 
global concerns, to formulate Christian perspectives and to explore better 
solutions to apply to today’s cross-cultural problems. 
 
The program begins with a broad training in essential foundations of graduate 
level theology, biblical studies, intercultural studies and world religions so that 
students can interact with faculty. 
 
This foundation provides the opportunity to gain further cross-cultural 
competency. 
 
Students can choose between Master of Philosophy in Intercultural Studies or 
Master of Philosophy in Missiology as their degree title depending on what suits 
their ministry best. 
 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INTERCULTURAL STUDIES 
The Doctor of Philosophy in Intercultural Studies program at NCIU is one of 
four academic research doctoral programs. It is a leadership and research 
doctorate in that its major purpose is the development of competent leaders in 
intercultural ministries who are extending the Kingdom of God throughout the 
nations of the earth. 
 
The curriculum is designed to nurture sound scholarship, meaningful research 
and the symbiotic relationship of theory and practice that cross over cultural 
boundaries and people groups. 
 
The NCIU Ph.D. in Intercultural Studies degree program is designed to enhance 
the understanding and practice of cross-cultural Christian ministry in the areas 
of church planting and missions, as well as for those currently engaged in 
positions of ministerial or missions leadership who need to develop their 
interpersonal and communication skills across cultural borders. 
 

NCIU’S FOCUS ON CHRISTIAN MINISTRY 
 
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY 
The programs in this concentration have been designed for a variety of 
students in contemporary church and marketplace ministries. 
 
Those with pastoral experience and those who are involved with ministry 
through Christian agencies will have the opportunity to strengthen the 
foundations of ministry and develop new skills. Some may wish to strengthen 
their volunteer ministry in their congregation. Others may want training to help 
them minister more effectively in the marketplace. 
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With its emphasis on practical and personal formation as well as its solid 
underpinning of biblical and theological studies, the degree programs give 
knowledge and skills for a continuing and deepening ministry. 
 
The electives provide the opportunity for students to focus on areas of special 
interest such as disciple making and church planting. Students are encouraged 
to personalize the programs toward their particular ministry interests. The 
opportunity to complete a personalized focus area of interest will facilitate the 
desired blend of theory and practice in a student’s coursework. 
 
The faculty diligently seeks to develop reflective practitioners – those who are 
wise, compassionate servants of Christ and who are also academically 
grounded, spiritually whole and practically skilled. 
 
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY AWARDS 
 
 Doctoral award = M + credit hours 
 

Doctor of Ministry [M + 48crs] 
 
OVERVIEW – CHRISTIAN MINISTRY STUDIES 
 
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDY PATHWAY 
NCIU does not currently offer a “stand-alone” Bachelor of Ministry or Master of 
Ministry award. Unless students already have an earned undergraduate degree 
award or equivalent credits to meet the prerequisite entrance standards, it is 
recommended that students utilize the options provided by NCIU. 
 
Students are advised that the Bachelor of Arts (Bible & Theology) and Master 
of Arts (Bible & Theology) degree programs have provisions for inclusion of 
nominated concentrations to meet the vision focus of each student within the 
five major disciplines offered. Please discuss this with the Registrar when 
completing your degree application for further recommendation and advice. 
 
DOCTOR OF MINISTRY 
The Doctor of Ministry program at NCIU is designed to enhance the 
understanding and practice of Christian ministry in the areas of church 
ministry, church planting and missions for those currently engaged in positions 
of ministerial or missions leadership. 
 
The course of study has been specifically designed to broaden the historical 
perspective, deepen the theological reflection and develop the professional 
skills of both pastoral and mission leaders to a high degree of competence and 
excellence. At the same time, it will prepare them to take major roles in 
leadership development and strategic expansion of the Kingdom of God in their 
chosen sphere of service. 
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NCIU’s FOCUS IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
NCIU’s Master of Religious Education program is the professional, theological 
degree in Christian education and discipleship ministries and is well suited for 
individuals seeking a broad, foundational graduate degree in church and 
Christian education ministry. 
 
This program is designed to equip men and women called by God to serve as 
professional Christian workers in capacities such as associate pastor, 
discipleship pastor, as well as other positions that require a general knowledge 
of Christian education programs and discipleship ministries.  
 
These concentrations in Christian Education are designed to prepare students 
for a vocation of nurture, spiritual formation and life-span discipleship as well 
as Christian, educational ministry development. The programs embrace both 
parish, institutional and cross-cultural ministry settings. Graduating students 
will be equipped to provide leadership for educational ministries that effectively 
seek to present everyone mature in Christ. 
 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AWARDS 
 
  Doctoral award = M + credit hours 

 
Doctor of Religious Education [M + 48crs] 

 
OVERVIEW – RELIGIOUS EDUCATION STUDIES 
 
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDY PATHWAY 
NCIU does not currently offer a “stand-alone” Bachelor of Religious Education 
or Master of Religious Education award. Unless students already have an 
earned undergraduate degree award or equivalent credits to meet the 
prerequisite entrance standards, it is recommended that students utilize the 
options provided by NCIU. 
 
Students are advised that the Bachelor of Arts (Bible & Theology) and Master 
of Arts (Bible & Theology) degree programs can be adjusted with appropriate 
concentration offered. Please discuss this with the Registrar when completing 
your degree application for further recommendation and advice. 
 
DOCTOR OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
NCIU’s Doctor of Religious Education (D.R.E.) is designed to offer students a 
curriculum with a solid foundation in Christian education leadership, research 
and the study of current trends and issues, while customizing each student’s 
program of study to meet individual professional and personal goals. 
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The Doctor of Religious Education program promotes academic standards of 
quality, consistent with excellence in professional practice, and embraces 
diversity among learners and faculty. 
 
With the option of five concentration areas within the field of education, the 
program was developed to meet and exceed the development needs of 
Christian professionals in the areas of Religious Educational Leadership, Higher 
Education, Christian Social Services, Distance Education and Instructional 
Technology and Special Education. 
 
This degree program has not been designed as a qualification for public school 
system professionals, but specifically for Christian schools, Bible colleges and 
ministry training institutions where there is freedom to teach and adhere to 
biblical truth and conduct. If you are desirous of completing Florida State 
teacher certification, please advise the mentor or faculty member when 
discussing initial learning pathways to facilitate required study units for that 
purpose. 

 

NCIU’s FOCUS IN CHRISTIAN PASTORAL COUNSELING 
PROGRAMS 
 
CHRISTIAN PASTORAL COUNSELING 
The NCIU Christian Pastoral Counseling programs have been designed in 
response to many church leaders and workers seeking a non-licensed degree 
study program. 
 
These distance-education programs offer students the opportunity to study a 
comprehensive curriculum in a Christian Counseling degree program. The 
programs incorporate a core of theological and biblical education in addition to 
a functional understanding of modern psychotherapies. Through this 
concentration, students will learn the skills needed to succeed in this field. 
 
The Pastoral Counseling programs provide essential study modules for those 
leaders and others who desire to develop the counseling skills that will enhance 
their ministry as pastors or non-professional counselors in churches.  
 
As the programs are based on distance-learning modules, all fieldwork and 
internships are carried out under faculty-appointed proctors, who work in 
conjunction with NCIU and the students. 
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CHRISTIAN PASTORAL COUNSELING AWARDS 
 
Master award = B + credit hours 
 

Master of Arts in Christian Pastoral Counseling [B + 56crs] 

Doctoral award = M + credit hours 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Christian Pastoral Counseling [M + 48crs] 

 
OVERVIEW – CHRISTIAN PASTORAL COUNSELING 
 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDY PATHWAY 
NCIU does not offer a “stand-alone” Bachelor of Pastoral Counseling award. 
Unless students already have an earned undergraduate degree award of 
equivalent credits to meet the prerequisite entrance standards, it is 
recommended that students utilize the options provided by NCIU. 
 
Students are advised that the Bachelor of Arts (Bible & Theology) degree 
program provide options for alternative concentration units to meet this specific 
ministry service focus. Please discuss this with the Registrar when completing 
your degree application for further recommendation and advice. 
 
 
MASTER OF ARTS IN CHRISTIAN PASTORAL COUNSELING 
 
The Master of Arts in Christian Pastoral Counseling has been specifically 
designed to develop the counseling knowledge and skills needed for those who 
desire to bring healing and hope to hurting people as counselors in churches 
and other related Kingdom-focused and mercy-ministry oriented organizations. 
 
The purpose of this program is to enhance the calling and ministry capabilities 
of Christian leaders and pastoral care workers, including those seeking ministry 
competencies in church counseling, hospital chaplaincy, crisis pregnancy 
centers, family case management or other areas of Christian compassion. 
 
Many states require professional licensure or Board Certification for those 
seeking to serve as counselors. This specific program has been designed to 
prepare you for service and ministry roles that do not require such certification 
and licensure. If you need to hold licensure in your state, please discuss those 
requirements with NCIU before committing to this program. 
 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CHRISTIAN PASTORAL COUNSELING 
The PhD specialization in Christian Pastoral Counseling is distinctive in its 
integration of the biblical Christian worldview with the science and practice of 
contemporary behavioral sciences. 
 
The specialization of this degree program aims to provide understanding so 
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that professional religious counselors and pastoral workers can facilitate the 
needed restoration through a threefold integration of Spiritual and Theological 
Understandings; Clinical Theories and Practices; and Empirical Research and 
Methodology. 
 
The PhD research program with specialization in Christian Pastoral Counseling 
is intended to prepare active believers engaged in Christian ministry service… 
• To function as Pastoral Counselors at an advanced level of competency; 
• To teach and supervise persons for the pastoral ministry whether in 

congregations, counseling centers, seminaries or other training programs; 
• To increase the understanding of the person, interrelating the theory and 

technique of the contemporary helping professions with the insights of 
theology and faith; 

• To communicate to the general public, churches and ministerial profession 
a holistic, interdisciplinary understanding of persons; and 

• To take a leadership role within denominations, ministerial organizations 
and the counseling profession, whether through professional activity, media 
and publications or teaching. 

 
Many states require professional licensure or Board Certification for those 
seeking to serve as counselors. This specific program has been designed to 
prepare you for service and ministry roles that do not require such certification 
and licensure. If you need to hold licensure in your state, please discuss those 
requirements with NCIU before committing to this program. 
 
DEGREE PROGRAM MODULAR OUTLINE 
 
Every program consists of core modules (i.e. compulsory courses), electives 
(i.e. courses that reflect the study concentration and/or a special focus), 
practical projects and a thesis/dissertation. 
 
The practical projects and thesis/dissertation may not exceed 25% of the total 
program requirements. 
 
The Registrar and/or Chief Academic Officer, in conjunction with the student, 
agree on the electives, practical projects and the subject of the 
thesis/dissertation and the order in which the modules are taken. 
 
Note 1: Students enrolling with sufficient RPL (Recognized Prior Learning) 
credit hour units may be granted exemption from the completion of Module 1, 
or variations thereof. The RPL units must have already been assessed and 
validated by NCIU as being equivalent credit hours units for identical study 
programs. Alternatively, some flexibility of textual study units can be 
incorporated into the required module objectives, to achieve the desired 
target-focus goals for each student. 
 
Note 2: RPL units validated by NCIU are a privilege, not a statutory right. 
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Therefore, students who are admitted as Advanced Standing Status candidates 
are not eligible to have their RPL units included in any transcript 
documentation issued by the institution should the student withdraw from the 
program before completion of all study modules. 
 
The RPL units will only show in academic transcription when the student is 
graduating after full completion of the program requirements. 
 

2.2 NCIU’s Admission and Course Prerequisites 
 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
The minimum entrance requirement is a general high school diploma (GED) or 
equivalent award recognition and a basic knowledge of the Bible. 
 
NCIU reserves the right to include general education subjects in the nominated 
degree program, if the faculty determines that the student would benefit from 
some remedial assistance. 
 
Students may be required to undertake a general Bible knowledge survey as 
well as English language and grammar review on admission to the college to 
assist in their personal development. 
 
All students must demonstrate a broad general knowledge of the world and 
common subjects such as history, literature, art, social science, geography, 
etc. 
 
NCIU reserves the right to require the student to complete a General 
Equivalency Entrance Examination, if the assessment information reveals 
major learning inadequacy. 
 
There is no maximum age limit or male/female discrimination regarding 
enrolment. 
 
COURSE PREREQUISITES 
All course prerequisites are detailed in each individual degree program outline. 
As a general rule, however, the applicant should seek to gain the maximum 
possible RPL credit units through the application process. Therefore, it is 
imperative when preparing the application for enrolment that the student 
supplies full documentation and details of prior learning experiences as 
stipulated. 
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RECOGNIZED PRIOR LEARNING 
NCIU will consider all documented Recognized Prior Learning (RPL) in the 
application of distance-learning, degree program students that has application 
or relevancy to the degree program being applied for at NCIU. 
 
RPL Assessment is a recognized process that evaluates the individual’s informal 
and non-institutional learning from all sources and the experiences of life. 
 
This process is to determine the extent to which the individual has achieved 
measurable learning and competency outcomes or equivalent standards with 
an NCIU qualification or learning objective. 
 
RPL is frequently used by many higher learning institutions to determine that 
the applicant has achieved the necessary standards for admittance to a higher 
level of learning being offered. 
 
Students can only receive Advanced Standing status by submitting all valid 
prior learning experiences in accordance with NCIU guidelines as detailed in 
the full application form. This enables NCIU to complete a full assessment for 
non-institutional learning. These may include… 
 

• Practical Ministry and missions field experience may be considered as 
equivalent credit hour units for applicants who have completed at least five 
years of authenticated Christian service as a pastor, missionary, evangelist, 
social worker, church worker or similar. NCIU makes the determination as to 
equivalent credit hour allowances for transfer acceptance. 
 

• Equivalency credit hour units cannot exceed 25% of the total credit hour 
requirements of any degree program as specified in the catalog. 
 

• Contact hours and Continuing Education Units (CEU’s) earned at seminars, 
short-term training modules and non-institutional courses may also be 
evaluated with supporting documentary evidence. 
 

• Self-directed study programs, non-accredited seminars and mentoring 
programs for personal development can be included in the evaluation. 
 

• Field internships, directed library research programs, term paper and 
teaching papers, course manuals and supplementary research activity, 
published manuscripts and texts, etc., may also be evaluated with correct 
documentary evidence. 
 

Further credit is available via several methods, including general and 
customized subject-matter tests, tailored directed study courses, and 
traditional courses. 
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CREDIT TRANSFER FROM OTHER INSTITUTIONS 
 
Transfer of Credit 
Automatic semester credit hour transfer approvals of the same or similar 
concentrations and degree programs are extended to the following 
organizations, institutions and credit granting mechanisms: 

 

• Appropriately chartered, nationally accredited college or university 
 

• US regionally accredited college or university programs and awards 
 

• American Council on Education (ACE) approved courses 
 

• AP test results 
 

• CLEP test results 
 

• DANTES test results 
 

**NCIU will accept a maximum of 64 transferable semester credit hour units 
from community colleges and other 2-year colleges meeting the above 
specifications and standards, with a maximum limit of 98 transferable 
semester credit hour units from 4-year colleges and universities. 
 
Articulation Agreements 
From time to time, NCIU enters into articulation agreements with other 
colleges, universities or course providers for either specific course units, or 
entire programs. 
 
These agreements define the terms under which NCIU will accept another 
provider’s course credit “as if” the course had been completed at NCIU and 
vice versa. 
 
NCIU reserves the right to modify or subordinate its admissions policies as 
needed to accommodate these articulation agreements, and does so only after 
careful consideration. 
 
Transfer of NCIU Credit 
Acceptance of credit for transfer is always at the discretion of the receiving 
institution. With the exception of articulation agreements in place currently or 
in future, NCIU makes no guarantee as to the transferability of its credits to 
any other college or university. 
 
Testing 
Learners may complete NCIU degree requirements by successfully taking 
standardized and customized subject-matter tests when course availability is 
restricted or denied due to political or other exceptional factors. 
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Standardized Tests 
NCIU accepts the credit recommendations for subject-matter tests offered by 
recognized organizations that are acknowledged as professional experts in test 
development and evaluation for credit. Examples of such organizations include 
the College Board, the American Council on Education, and their international 
counterparts. 
 
Standardized tests for which NCIU accepts credit recommendations include but 
are not limited to AP, CLEP, Dante’s, International Baccalaureate (IB) and 
others. 
 
An official notification of result from the sanctioning agency is required to 
receive NCIU replacement credit for a standardized test. 
 
Every possible effort is made by NCIU to transfer as many semester credit 
hour units from other institutions as possible to avoid loss of academic credit 
hours where applicable. 
 
Credit transfer assesses the initial courses and subjects that the individual is 
claiming to have completed, whether partial or impartial award programs, and 
is verifiable by official academic transcript documentation or award 
authorization. 
 
NCIU seeks to consider three important criteria in evaluating all formalized 
transfer credit learning: 
 

• The educational quality of the sending institution 
 

• The comparability of credit being transferred 
 

• The appropriateness and applicability of the credits in relation to the 
programs being offered by NCIU 

 
NCIU reserves the right of sole discretion in assessment to determine 
what is transferable from other sources for Advanced Standing status. 
 
Florida Statutes allow for the following maximum credit transfer allowances to 
be granted solely at the discretion of NCIU in their assessment, subject to 
satisfactory verification and evidence of transcripts, challenge examinations 
and other relevant documents at all levels. 
 

• Bachelor’s Degree – transfer maximum (all sources): 75% limit. The 
student must earn at least 25% of the Bachelor’s degree award by course 
and/or thesis work with NCIU. 
 

• Master’s Degree – transfer maximum (all sources): 50% limit. The 
candidate must earn at least 50% of the Master’s Degree award by course 
and/or thesis work with NCIU. 
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• Doctoral Degree – transfer maximum (all sources): 25% limit. The 
candidate must earn at least 75% of the Doctoral award by course and/or 
thesis work with NCIU. 

 
CREDIT HOUR SYSTEM 
New Covenant International complies with the standard US semester credit 
hour system mandated by the Florida Statutes and the FCPC as follows: 
 
One semester credit hour equals fifteen (15) classroom contact periods of fifty 
(50) minutes duration each with supportive study and assignments or, 
Reading 225 pages of specified text, or, 
 
Any percentage combination of the above methods of study, which equal one 
semester credit hour. For example: Three (3) semester credits can be earned 
by any of the following: 
 

• 45 x 50 minute classroom contact periods, or 
 

• Reading 675 pages from specified texts, or 
 

• 30 x 50 minute classroom contact hours and 225 pages of specified 
reading, or 

 

• Any combination of classroom contact hours, plus reading, plus field or 
research project, or supervised internship as prescribed which meet the 
above requirements as agreed by Florida Statutes and FCPC. 

 
NB: At graduate level the classroom contact is the same as the undergraduate 
level above, but the specified reading increases to 500 pages per semester 
credit hour. 
 
1 NCIU credit equals 1.67 ECTS. This means that 3 NCIU credits equal 5 ECTS. 
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GRADE POLICIES 
 
Grade Percentile Range GPA Ranking 

 
 

A+ 
 

100-96% 
 

4.0 Summa cum Laude 
 

 

A 
 

95-92% 
 

3.8 Magna cum Laude 
 

 

A- 
 

 

91-88% 
 

3.6 Good 
 

B+ 
 

 

87-84% 
 

3.4 Good 
 

B 
 

 

83-80% 
 

3.2 Good 
 

B- 
 

 

79-76% 
 

3.0 Average 
 

C+ 
 

 

75-72% 
 

2.8 Average 
 

C 
 

 

71-68% 
 

2.6 Average 
 

C- 
 

67-64% 
 

2.4 Average 
 

D+ 
 

 

63-60% 
 

2.2 Poor 
 

D 
 

 

59-56% 
 

2.0 Failure 
 

 
I – Incomplete; P – Pass; F – Failure; T – Subject only audited 
 
Certain courses may be graded on a pass/fail basis (e.g. practical fieldwork, 
etc.). No GPA (Grade Point Average) value is given for these courses unless 
stipulated but a “pass” must be earned for credit hours. 
 
An incomplete grade is temporarily given when extreme circumstances prevent 
completion of a course. 
 
Failure to make up all outstanding assignments within eight weeks will result in 
an automatic “F.” 
 
UNFAIR PRACTICE POLICY 
It is an unfair practice to commit any act whereby a person may obtain for 
himself/herself or for another, an unpermitted advantage. This shall apply 
whether the candidate acts alone or in conjunction with another/others. Any 
action or actions shall be deemed to fall within this definition whether occurring 
during, or in relation to, a formal examination, a piece of coursework, or any 
form of assessment undertaken in pursuit of a qualification of NCIU. NCIU has 
distinct procedures and penalties for dealing with unfair practice in examination 
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or non-examination conditions. 
 
Full details can be found on the NCIU website. 
 
STUDENT DISMISSAL POLICY 
The successful progression of NCIU students from the first to the last module 
and then the final thesis is at the core of NCIU’s student care. Therefore, NCIU 
will mentor every student to ensure that dismissal is the last resort. 
A student can be dismissed when (s)he shows unsatisfactory academic 
performance. Unsatisfactory academic performance occurs when a student fails 
to pass 3 (three) 3-credit modules. A Fail is below 60%. The Academic Dean, 
in conjunction with the tutor-mentor allocated to the student in question, will 
make the decision to dismiss a student on the basis of the criteria outlined 
above. The Academic Dean will notify the student that (s)he will be dismissed.  
Upon receipt of the dismissal notice, the student has 5 (five) working days to 
appeal against this decision by writing to the President. The student should 
supply documentary evidence specifying the reasons for the unsatisfactory 
performance.  
The President, in conjunction with the Academic Dean, shall determine either 
that the student’s studies be terminated or the conditions under which 
students may be permitted to continue their studies. If the student does not 
meet these conditions, his/her studies may be terminated again.  
If a student does not submit an appeal, (s)he will be dismissed automatically. 

 

GRADUATION POLICY 
No student will be granted graduation and conferment privileges until all 
educational and contractual, financial obligations are satisfied. The student is 
requested to dialog with their assigned mentor and the faculty for any special 
requests, or alterations to stated terms and conditions as specified in the 
Letter of Assessment & Offer. All such variations must be approved in writing 
and form part of the student’s document history files. 
 
As an institution specializing in distance learning, NCIU holds graduation 
ceremonies at agreed Florida locations and times. All students unable to attend 
will be conferred their degree award “in absentia.” 
 
NCIU can arrange graduations, by consultation, on the five continents in 
conjunction with “sister” colleges and cooperating learning centers and this 
affords opportunity for regionally situated graduation services. 
 
Special arrangements can be made for presentation and conferment 
ceremonies with appropriate academic wear by request, at the student’s cost. 
Please contact the Administration officer for further details. 
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STUDENT GRIEVANCE POLICY 
NCIU seeks to establish honoring and edifying relationships between students, 
faculty, employees, and administrators. Should disagreements arise, NCIU will 
observe the following policy and procedures to resolve the issue in a manner 
that accords with biblical principles, law, and common decency. 
 
On occasion, a student’s complaint is such that it may be resolved informally 
without the use of the grievance procedure: prayer, love, and reasoning 
together.  
 
However, if resolution cannot be achieved informally, and a student seeks a 
formal resolution, the procedure requires the student to confirm the complaint 
or grievance in writing as a means of seeking resolution.  
 
These complaints are made in writing and filed with the Academic Dean and/or 
NCIU President.  
 
Full details can be found on the NCIU website. 
 
 

2.3  NCIU’s Application and Enrollment Process 
 
You simply: 
1. Review programs and awards offered in this catalog. 
2. Download, fill in and return the Degree Application Form, Research Proposal 

Form (if you are a doctoral applicant) and Scholarship Application Form (if 
required in exceptional circumstances). 

3. Review the Letter of Assessment & Offer from NCIU and return the signed 
Acceptance Form plus first payment. 

 
We then: 
1. Assign your tutor. 
2. Give you access to the online Student Login Area. 
3. Support you all the way to your graduation! 
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2.4 NCIU’s FINANCIAL POLICIES AND TUITION COSTS 
 
TUITION COSTS 
Application & Assessment – there is no charge for the initial application and 
assessment processing. However, upon acceptance, the following charges 
apply and are detailed in the NCIU Letter of Assessment and Offer provided to 
the student. 
 
Registration (non-refundable)  US$175 
Award Diploma, Letter of Certification and 2 sets of Transcripts  
(non-refundable)   US$220 
 
CREDIT COSTS – RPL ADVANCED STANDING: 
Bachelor (RPL) US$20 per credit hour 
Master (RPL) US$30 per credit hour 
Doctor (RPL) US$40 per credit hour 
 
[RPL – Recognized Prior Learning for enrolment as Advanced Standing status is 
by transfer of credits from approved, equivalent learning programs, verified 
equivalency through non-accreditation programs, independent study programs, 
vocational training, ministry service and life experience, as assessed by NCIU.] 
 
CREDIT COSTS – COURSE WORK & THESIS/DISSERTATION: 
 

Diploma US$40 per credit hour 
Bachelor US$150 per credit hour 
Master  US$200 per credit hour 
Doctor US$250 per credit hour 
 

[These charges relate only to semester credit hour requirements as specified in 
the official Letter of Assessment & Offer provided by NCIU.] 
 
All standard tuition costs quoted above do not include the provision of 
textbooks or any other study material unless stated in the catalog. 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS & TEXTBOOKS 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY COSTS MAY BE INCURRED, if the student requests 
special courses or to earn credit hours by special thesis work and/or research 
project submission, and/or requests textbooks not included in stated costs. 
 
Such additional charges, if required, will be provided to the student in writing 
in the Letter of Assessment & Offer or may be issued, if there is subsequent 
change to the initial academic pathway chosen. 
 
TEXTBOOKS 
Students are required to purchase textbooks or any other study material 
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through a bookstore of their own choice. Second-hand books or a Kindle 
edition that can be viewed through a Kindle app are often cheaper options. For 
some modules, the NCIU website may host free downloadable resources for 
registered students. 
 
REFUND POLICY 
Students who wish to withdraw from the program must do so by requesting 
withdrawal in writing from the Academic Dean or Administrative Office. The 
date postmarked on the letter determines the date of cancellation that is 
accepted. The refund percentage will only be calculated upon the total amount 
of tuition/credit point fees (both transfer and courses) paid. Registration and 
enrollment fees are not refundable. 
 
PERCENTAGE RATES FOR REFUND OF TUITION FEES 
Note: This only applies to the tuition fee portion not marked as “non 
refundable.” 
 

End of first week (07 days):  100% 
  

End of second week (14 days):  75%  
 

End of third week (21 days):  50% 
 

End of fourth week & thereafter:  No refund given 
 

For any further questions, please contact the Administrative office directly. 
 
PAYMENT OPTIONS 
The various available payment options are detailed in the Letter of Assessment 
& Offer. Graduation cannot take place until all financial obligations are satisfied. 
 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
Students who are seeking scholarship financial assistance to pay for their 
tuition should make this known to the institution when applying for assessment 
and enrolment. The applicant will be given special forms to complete 
supporting their scholarship request. 
 
NCIU has placed limitations upon the scholarship funds available, and each 
student application is viewed on its merit within those stated limits. 
 
Receiving a scholarship is not an automatic right for all applicants, regardless 
of status. Receiving an NCIU scholarship is a privilege and is subject to the 
applicant meeting specific criteria. 
 
There are no guaranteed scholarship funds available from NCIU. However, 
NCIU will assist the applicant as much as possible in procuring sponsorship and 
will take into consideration exceptional circumstances. 
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2.5 NCIU’S CONSUMER INFORMATION 
 
SUMMARY OF OUR POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
 
NCIU makes every effort to comply with federal, state and local laws and 
regulations. Here is a summary of our policies and procedures relating to a 
number of issues of concern to students, faculty members and NCIU staff. Full 
details are to be found in the Student Handbook & Study Guide. 
 
Please note that NCIU policies are subject to change without notice, or as 
required by statutory obligation. 
 
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE POLICY 
NCIU is concerned about the use of alcohol, illegal drugs or controlled 
substances as they affect faculty, staff and students. Even though NCIU is not 
a residential campus facility, we see our role as Christian believers to walk 
wisely in the times we live, and be an example by our faith, our love and our 
treatment of each other in accordance with Biblical standards of acceptable 
behavior in society. 
 
DISCLOSURE OF CAMPUS CRIME STATISTICS 
NCIU provides annual statistics as required to the National Education Centre in 
disclosure of any student violations concerning campus crime. NCIU 
encourages and enjoins its students to take seriously the Statement of Conduct 
befitting a Christian believer as detailed by NCIU in this catalog. 
 
INFORMATION POLICY 
The university seeks to protect information collected from prospective 
students, current students, faculty mentors and staff. 
 
NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY TO STUDENTS 
NCIU admits both male and female students of any race, color, national and 
ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs and activities generally 
accorded or made available to all other students at the school. It does not 
discriminate on the basis of race, sex, color, national and ethnic origin in the 
administration of its educational policies, admissions policies, student 
sponsorship or financial assistance programs. 
 
STUDENT RECORDS 
NCIU complies with prudent and reasonable rights, which provide that Learners 
shall have the right of access to their individual and educational records, and 
that educational institutions shall not release education records to non-
institutional employees without the consent of the learner. 
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SEXUAL HARRASSMENT POLICY 
NCIU is committed to maintaining an academic environment in which all 
individuals treat each other with dignity and respect and which is free from all 
forms of intimidation, exploitation and harassment, including sexual 
harassment. NCIU is prepared to take action to prevent and correct any 
violations of this policy. Anyone who violates this policy will be subject to 
discipline, up to and including termination or expulsion. 
 
Full details can be found on the NCIU website. 
 
NOTICE OF CHANGES 
This catalog contains the current information regarding the policies of New 
Covenant International University & Seminary (herein described as NCIU) for 
admissions, degree requirements, tuition fees, procedures and course 
offerings. 
 
It is the policy of NCIU to give advanced notice of changes, wherever possible, 
to permit adjustment. The Directors and administration reserve the right to 
modify, revoke or add policies or procedures at any time. 
 
This catalog offering covers the academic years of 2020-2025 but may be 
subject to amendment and alteration at the discretion solely of the institution 
board of directors and academic faculty. However, all existing educational 
learning contracts that are in force and current through the student meeting 
their obligations with the institution will be honored. 
 
© Copyright 2010-2014, February 2021 New Covenant International University 
& Seminary 
 

All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in 
any form, or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, 
scanning, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, 
without permission in writing from the publisher, except for the inclusion of 
brief quotations in reviews, unless otherwise expressly stated in this document 
or associated documents. 
 
All inquiries should be referred to: 
New Covenant International University & Seminary  
7255 South Military Trail, 
Lake Worth, Florida 33463-7899 U.S.A. 
 

Voice: +1(561) 965-3132 
 

Email: nciu.admin@newcovenant.edu Web: http://www.newcovenant.edu 
 

END OF CATALOGUE (SECTION 2) 
 


